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Abstract- A Total connected dominating set (TCDS)
for a graph G (V , E ) is a subset V ' of V , such that
each node in V − V ' is adjacent to some node in V '
and V ' induces a connected subgraph.
A TCDS has been proposed as a virtual backbone for
routing in wireless ad hoc networks. However, it is
NP-hard to find a minimum connected dominating set
(MCDS). Approximation algorithms for MCDS have
been proposed in the literature. Most of these algorithms
suffer from a very poor approximation ratio, and from
high time complexity and message complexity.
Recently, new distributed heuristics for constructing a
TCDS were developed, with constant approximation
ratio of 8. These new heuristics are based on a
construction of a spanning tree, which makes it very
costly in terms of communication overhead to maintain
the TCDS in the case of mobility and topology changes.
Investigating the algorithmic complexity of total
domination for wireless ad hoc network as relevant open

( )
2

question .An O n algorithm has been proposed for
this problem by Bertossi [1].Keil [10] proposed an

O ( n + m)

In this paper, we propose the first distributed
approximation algorithm to construct a MCDS for the
unit-disk-graph with a constant approximation
ratio O (n) , and linear time and linear message
complexity. This algorithm is fully localized, and does
not depend on the spanning tree. Thus, the maintenance
of the TCDS after changes of topology guarantees the
maintenance of the same approximation ratio. In this
algorithm each node requires knowledge of its single
hop neighbors, and only a constant number of two-hop
and three-hop neighbors.
Index Terms- Total Connected Dominating Set,
Independent Set, ad hoc networks, connected
dominating set, maximal independent set, mobility.
Copyright © 2012 MECS

1. Introduction
In wireless ad hoc networks, there is no fixed or
pre-defined infrastructure. Nodes in wireless networks
communicate via a shared medium, either through a
single hop or multihops. Although there is no physical
backbone infrastructure, a virtual backbone can be
formed by constructing a Total Connected Dominating
Set (TCDS). Given an undirected graph .G = (V; E).A
matching in G is a subset M of edges of E such that no
two edges in M are adjacent. A matching M in G is
called a perfect matching if every vertex of G is incident
to some edge in M .
A dominating set D of G is said to be a
matching dominating set if the induced sub graph
< D > admits a perfect matching. The cardinality of
the smallest matching dominating set is called matching
domination number. V ⊆ V is a TCDS of G if for each
node u ∈ V u is either in V ' or there exists a node
v ∈ V ' such that uv ∈ E and the sub graph induced
by V ' , i.e., G (V ' ) , is connected. The nodes in the
TCDS are called dominators, other nodes are called
dominatees. With the help of the TCDS, routing is
easier and can adapt quickly to network topology
changes. To reduce the traffic during communication
and simplify the connectivity management, it is
desirable to construct a Total connected dominating set.
'

The CDS problem has been studied intensively in Unit
Disk Graph (UDG), in which each node has the same
transmission range. The TCDS problem in UDG has
been shown to be NP-complete [6t]. To build a CDS,
most of current algorithms first find a Maximal
Independent Set (MIS) I of G and then connect all nodes
in I to have a CDS. The independent set I is a subset of V
such that for any two nodes u; v ∈ I , uv =∉ E . In
other words, the nodes in I are pair wise nonadjacent. A
maximal independent set is an independent set such that
no more nodes can be added to remain the non
adjacency property. The most relevant related work
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using this scheme are in [2], [3]. In [2], Wan et al.
proposed the first distributed algorithm with the
performance ratio of 8. Later, Li et al. proposed a better
algorithm with the performance ratio of (4:8 + ln 5) by
constructing a Steiner tree when connecting all nodes in
I [3]. However, the algorithmic complexity of total
domination in mobile ad hoc network , we are
presenting an O ( n) time algorithm for finding the
total set of a circular networks.

2. RELATED WORK
Since interference is a major factor limiting
performance in wireless multi-hop networks, a lot of
effort has been invested in deriving realistic interference
models, and to analyze network performance under such
models. A seminal
work in this area is [12], in which Gupta and Kumar
study the transport capacity of wireless networks under
two different interference models, the physical and the
protocol interference model. Contrary to the physical
model, which is used in this paper, the protocol
interference model is a localized model, since decision
on whether a certain communication is successful
depends only on the presence of concurrent transmitters
within a bounded area centered at the receiver.
Another localized interference model commonly used in
the
literature is the graph-based interference model, in
which a certain communication graph representing
communication links is assumed, and only links whose
endpoints are up to a certain hop distance d on the
communication graph from link (u, v) can interfere with
(u, v) [29].
Due to their simplicity and the fact that they some how
resemble the behavior of the 802.11 MAC layer,
localized interference models have been mostly used in
the literature to design interference-aware protocols.
This is the case, for instance, for the protocols presented
in [2, 21, 25, 26]. Given the complexity of dealing with
physical interference, only a few protocols based on this
model have been proposed so far. For example, [10, 11,
14] consider the problem of scheduling transmissions,
but they provide solutions which are computationally
infeasible even for a small size network. Only recently,
a computationally efficient algorithm for scheduling
transmissions under the physical interference model
with a provable approximation bound has been
proposed [4]. The physical interference model has been
recently used in [9, 23] to study the complexity of
scheduling a set of link demands in the shortest possible
time and of one-shot scheduling (scheduling as many
transmissions as possible in a single communication
slot), which are both shown to be NP complete for
wireless networks in a 2-dimensional Euclidean
space.Various distributed algorithms have been
proposed for finding good approximations of minimum
dominating sets in arbitrary graphs (see, for example, [8,
19, 20, 22]). Alzoubiet al. [3] presented the first
Copyright © 2012 MECS
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constant approximation algorithm for the minimum
connected dominating set problem in unit-disk graphs
with O(n) and O(n log n) time and message complexity,
respectively. Cheng et al. [5] proposed a polynomial
time approximation scheme for the connected
dominating set problem in unit-disk graphs. Huang et al.
[13] formally analyze a popular algorithm used for
clustering in ad-hoc mobile network scenarios. They
show that this algorithm gives a 7-approximation for the
minimum dominating set problem in unit-disk graphs
while being able to adapt to the mobility of the nodes in
the network.
Kuhn et. al. [19] presented a distributed algorithm that
computes a constant factor approximation of a
minimum dominating set in O(log2 n) time without
needing any synchronization but it requires that nodes
know an estimate of the total number of nodes in the
network. In [24], Parthasarathy and Gandhi also present
distributed algorithms to compute a constant factor
approximation to the minimum dominating set. The
running time of their algorithm depends on the amount
of information available to the nodes,and nodes have to
know an estimate of the size of the network. Both papers
extend the unit-disk model taking into account signal
interference. A more realistic model taking physical
carrier sensing into account was considered by
Kothapalli et al. [16], but their algorithm needs O(log4
n)time steps, w.h.p., in order to construct a constant
factor approximation of a minimum dominating set.

3. PRELIMINARIES
Generally speaking, a communication network is
modeled as an undirected graph G = (V , E ) , where the
vertices V represent the n :=| V | devices or nodes,
and two nodes are connected if they can communicate
directly with one another. Consequently, a wireless
network is created by the communication links between
a collection of radio transceivers Two vertices of a
graph are called independent if they are not adjacent to
one another A subset I ⊆ V is called independent if
all vertices are not connected. A subset D ⊆ V is
called dominating if every vertex from V is contained
in this subset, or adjacent to a vertex from D . A subset
can be both independent and dominating. Such a set is
also called maximal independent set. Formally, an
independent set is called maximal if it cannot be
extended by the addition of any other vertex from the
graph without violating the independence property. It is
easy to verify that a maximal independent set is
dominating property. It is easy to verify that a maximal
independent set is dominating If we seek for a small
subset of vertices that is both dominating and
independent, we cal the resulting problem Minimum
Independent Dominating Set problem (Min-IDS). Since
any maximal independent set also dominates a graph,
the Min-IDS problem is sometimes also referred to as
Minimum Maximal Independent Set problem.
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Consider a circular arc network G ( F ) .Without loss of
generality, assume that all arc end points are distinct and
no arc covers the entire circle. If an arc i begins at the
point p and ends at the point q In the clock wise

4. ALGORITHM
In this section, we present the algorithm that yields a to
construct a dominating set.

direction then define p to be the head of i (denoted

by h(i ) ) and q to be the tail (denoted by t (i ) ).The
continuous part of the circle that begins at p and ends
at q in the clockwise direction is referred to as segment

( p, q ) of the circle.
( p, q ) is used to denote the segment ( p, q ) including
the points p and q .Define ( p, q ) to be the segment
containing p but not q .Similarly ( p, q ) is defined.

Starting with an arbitrary arc, label the n arcs from 1
through n in ascending order of their tail ends .We use
the terms arc in F and vertex in G to mean the same.
For an arc i in F ,define N (i, F ) as the set of all arcs

Algorithm : MTDS.
For each node i in

2.

Let x be any arbitrary node

3.

Prev=nil; i = FUD(x);
leadarc= DOMARC (i )
Repeat step 5 to 7 while

5.

j = DOMARC (i )

6.

k = DOMARC ( DOMARC (i ))

7.

If j belongs to

N (i, F )

N ( prev, F ), then

prev = j; i = FUD( j )
Otherwise

j = k *\j is an arc*\
prev = DOMARC ( prev); i = FUD( prev)
If

Otherwise

prev = k ; i = FUD(k ); FLAG( j ) = 1;

For any arc i in F ,the first undominated arc FUD (i )
is J if J belongs to F

FLAG( prev) = 0

4.

in F that intersect with i .For an arc i in F ,define
DOMARC (i ) to be the arc J . In F if J is in

N (i, F ) and t (J ) is encountered last among all tails of
arcs in N (i, F ) in a clock wise traversal from
t (i ) including t (i ) .The arc DOMARC (i ) will
dominate i as well all as maximum number of arcs in a
clock wise traversal from t (i ) .

F ,set FLAG (i ) = 0

1.

leadrac = j

t ( J ) is the first

8.

Find MTDS (leadarc) .

tail encountered on a clockwise traversal from t (i ) .If
i is included in the total dominating set
then FUD(i ) will be the first undominated arc after i

9.

End.

and

on clockwise traversal from t (i ) .

DOMARC(DOMARC ( i))

DOMARC ( i)

Step 1 is used to set a flag as zero for each arc in F .The
process can start from any arc x .For the arcs which are
identified as leading arcs ,the flag is set as 1 whenever that
arc is visited. This flag is used to identify the completion
of the cycle in the directed graph. Step 4 will identify the
completion of the cycle. At step 5and step 6 ,we identify a
pair of arcs which intersects each other so that they will
dominate each other if they are included in the total
dominating set. Among the two arcs j and k identified,
step 7 will check whether j is dominated by the previous
arc. In that case only j is included in the cycle and a

i

FUD(i)

Fig.1 Illustration of DOMARC(i)

Copyright © 2012 MECS

k

is
identified
by
DOMARC (FUD( j ) ) . At the end of this procedure
we identify an arc as leadarc.The next procedure MTDS
starts with this arc.
better

arc

than

Among the arcs in the given graph, the algorithm
identifies some arcs as leading arcs. Each leading arc i
I.J. Information Technology and Computer Science, 2012, 2, 34-40
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will have a follower given by DOMARC (i ) so that if
i is included in the total dominating set
the DOMARC (i ) is also likely to be included in the
total dominating set. These arcs are dominating each
other; if both these arcs are included in the total
dominating set .each follower arc may have followers
for it. Whether a follower arc i has its follower is
decided
by
.If
DOMARC (FUD(i ) )

DOMARC (FUD(i ) ) overlaps with i ,then
DOMARC (FUD(i ) ) becomes a follower if i .
Otherwise DOMARC (FUD (i ) ) will be designated
as the next leading arc.

5.Results and Discussion.
Consider the graph given Fig.2 for each
,
FUD(i )
DOMARC (i )

DOMARC (DOMARC (i ) ) are given Table 1.

node
,and
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Table.1 Computed values for the graph given fig.2

Node

FUD(i)

DOMNODE(i)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

4
4
6
6
7
9
10
10
11
12
13
14
1
3

5
5
5
5
6
8
9
9
10
11
12
2
2
2

DOMNODE(DOMNOD
E(i)
6
6
6
6
8
9
10
10
11
12
2
5
5
5

Through the algorithm, we construct a sequence of
subsets of nodes, with each subset containing a minimum
of two nodes. The algorithm sets the flag as 1 for the first
element in each subset identified as the leading arcs. Let
N denotes the set of all leading nodes.
______________________________________________
__
Algorithm 2: MTDS(i)
______________________________________________
__
1. For each node i in F , set FLAG (i ) = 0
2. Let X be any arbitrary arc
3. Pr ev
=nil;

i = FUD( x); leadarc = DOMARC (i )
4. Repeat steps 5 to 7 while FLAG ( prev) = 0

Fig.2 Model of the graph.

If we start with node 1.then the sequence of subsets
generated
by
the
above
algorithm
is
(5,6),(10,11),(2,5),(9,10),(2,5).Here the highlighted nodes
5,10,2 and 9 are the leading nodes.Node 6 is the follower
of node 5 and node 11 is the follower of node 10.By
executing the above algorithm starting with node 1,we can
see that the node 2 is repeated as leading node and hence
the next algorithm MTDS is executed starting with node
2.

5.

j = DOMARC

(i )

k = DOMARC ( DOMARC(i ))
7. If j Belongs to N ( prev, F ) then
prev = j; i = FUD( j )

6.

Otherwise
If j = k *\j is an end arc*\

prev = DOMARC( prev); i = FUD( prev)
Otherwise

prev = k ; i = FUD(k ); FLAG ( j ) = 1;
leadarc= j .
8. Find MTDS(leadarc)
9. end
____________________________________
Lemma 1.1. MTDS is a dominating set. We show that
every node i in F intersect with some node in MTDS.
The algorithm finds MTDS as S 1, S 2........ S m where S i is
Copyright © 2012 MECS
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a set of nodes which intersects with at least with one node
in the same set. Let hi indicate the head of the first node

To prove that MTDS is minimum ,we prove that each
segment

in S i and t i indicate the tail of the last node in S i .

((t (l1 ), t (l 2 )), (t (l 2 ), t (l 3 ))....(t (l m ), t (l1 ) )

has

segment (hk , t k ) for some K ,then clearly some node in

minimum number of nodes included in MTDS . We prove
that, for any i , if there are n nodes in MTDS from set
S i , there does not exist a total dominating set with

Consider an node i in F. If t (i ) falls in the

Sk dominates i. If t (i ) does not fall in (hk , t k ) for any

K , hen let x be the node in MTDS before i and y be
definition,
the node in MTDS after i .Then by
y = DOMNODE ( FUD( x)) and as per the
assumption, i does not intersect with x .Now two cases

n − 1 nodes for this segment. There should be minimum
two nodes from each of these segments to have a total
dominating set. Hence we need to consider the segments
where there are more than two nodes included in MTDS. If
there are n nodes in set S i as per the algorithm, there is an

are possible

node in segment corresponding to set S i which is not

i = FUD( x). In
y = DOMNODE(i )

Case

1.

And i is dominated by

this

case

y , a contradiction.

i ≠ FUD( x) . In this case t (i ) lies in
t ( FUD( x), t ( y )
h( y )
and
lies
in
(t ( x), t ( FUD( x) .

Case 2.

Then
y,

i has to intersect with y and hence is dominated by

a contradiction. Hence every node in
some node in MTDS.

F is dominated by

Lemma 1.2. MTDS is a total dominating set.
To show that MTDS is total, it is necessary to show that
every node in MTDS intersect with some other node in
MTDS.
Let i be an node in MTDS. Let J be the node in MTDS
just before i . As per the algorithm, three cases can arise.
Case 1. i = DOMNODE ( j ) ,then clearly

i intersect

with j and hence dominated by J .
Case 2.
with j .

i = DOMNODE( FUD( j )) and i intersect

Case 3. i = DOMNODE ( FUD( j )) and

i is not

adjacent to j .Then K = DOMNODE(i ) is in MTDS
and is adjacent with i . Thus ,every node in MTDS
intersect with some other node in MTDS and hence MTDS
is a total dominating set.
Lemma 1.3. MTDS is minimum.
Let MTDS = {S 1 , S 2 ...S m } where each S i is a set
of node which intersect with at least one node in the same
set. Let l i be the last node in S i .Then the entire network

dominated by the first n − 1 nodes. Hence the minimum
number of nodes to be included in MTDS from segment
corresponding to set S i is n .

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the total Connected
Dominating Set (TCDS) problem in Circular Graphs with
only Bidirectional links (CGB). The circular graphs can be
used to model wireless ad hoc networks where nodes have
different transmission ranges. We have proposed three
approximation algorithms and shown that the obtained
CDS is within a constant factor of the optimal CDS. The
main approach in our algorithms is to construct a maximal
independent set and then connect them. Through the
theoretical analysis and simulation results, we have shown
that using a Steiner tree with the minimum number of
Steiner nodes to interconnect the maximalindependent set
can help to reduce the size of the TCDS. In addition,
choosing a node with the largest transmission range as a
dominator can further reduce the TCDS size. Moreover,
we have also presented the size relationship between an
independent set and a TCDS of a given network. We have
pointed out some important characteristics of a CGB. In
particular, given a CGB , there exists a node such that the
maximum number of its independent neighbors is 5. In
addition, we have also proved the upper bound of the
maximum number of independent neighbors of any node
in a CGB. When nodes in a network have different
transmission ranges, a node u can communicate directly to
a node v but node v might not be able to communicate
directly back to node u. In this case, the edge (u; v) is a
directed edge, called unidirectional links. Thus we are
interested to study the CDS problem in the general disk
graphs, where both unidirectional and bidirectional links
exist. One simple way is to find a dominating set and then
use a directed Steiner nodes algorithm to connect them.
Note that the CDS in this case is directed. Hence we need
to find a strongly connected CDS to help the routin

m segments
as ((t (l1 ), t (l 2 )), (t (l 2 ), t (l 3 ))....(t (l m ), t (l1 ) ) .
can

be

partitioned
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